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Abstract: Digital and information technologies are heavily pervading several aspects of human
activities, improving our life quality. Health systems are undergoing a real technological revolution,
radically changing how medical services are provided, thanks to the wide employment of the Internet
of Things (IoT) platforms supporting advanced monitoring services and intelligent inferring systems.
This paper reports, at first, a comprehensive overview of innovative sensing systems for monitoring
biophysical and psychophysical parameters, all suitable for integration with wearable or portable
accessories. Wearable devices represent a headstone on which the IoT-based healthcare platforms
are based, providing capillary and real-time monitoring of patient’s conditions. Besides, a survey of
modern architectures and supported services by IoT platforms for health monitoring is presented,
providing useful insights for developing future healthcare systems. All considered architectures
employ wearable devices to gather patient parameters and share them with a cloud platform where
they are processed to provide real-time feedback. The reported discussion highlights the structural
differences between the discussed frameworks, from the point of view of network configuration, data
management strategy, feedback modality, etc.
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1. Introduction
The rapid evolution of technology in recent decades has led to availability in the market of ICT (Information and Communications Technology) devices that feature increasingly
cutting-edge performance, allowing for a significant improvement in daily activities [1–3].
Due to the COVID-19 emergency, a further boost occurred in the digitization process,
encouraging the collaboration between medicine and technology to implement increasingly accurate health services and allowing a significant technological development in the
health sector and the culture of prevention [4–6]. In this area, interest has grown to design
new devices and systems constantly available and wearable, thanks to new solutions
increasingly comfortable and smaller [7]. Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) platforms are
revolutionizing the health systems, opening new frontiers in home medical care, allowing integrated, capillary, and precise monitoring of the patients’ conditions, reduction of
management costs, better diagnosis, earlier prevention, continuous tracking, and more
rapid intervention [8–10]. These platforms aim to provide a secure connection to source
devices for collecting data, processing them to extract helpful information, and securely
storing them. Several technologies can be exploited and combined in the IoT (Internet of
Things) platforms, such as advanced sensing, wearable devices, cloud and fog computing,
and predictive and inferring techniques [11,12].
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Wearable devices are powerful tools for supporting IoT systems because of their
sensing, processing, and communication capability [13,14]. The term wearable devices
cover a wide range of products integrated into clothing and accessories worn by the user
and constantly connected to other intelligent electronic systems and the Internet network,
allowing the detection, storage, and exchange of data in real-time and without human
intervention [15,16]. Particularly, they allow detection of patients’ vital parameters (e.g.,
heart rate (HR), oxygen saturation- (SpO2 ), body temperature, blood pressure (BP), etc.)
through advanced sensors positioned in direct contact with the skin, enabling several
advantages such as continuous monitoring, reduced health costs and hospitalization times,
and more straightforward prescription of preventive care, crucial for elderly people and
infants [17,18]. Moreover, the development of advanced sensing devices for monitoring
biophysical and environmental parameters, with features including small sizes, reduced
power consumption, non-invasiveness [19], and flexibility [20,21], is fundamental for
developing the next generation of wearable devices.
The main contributions of the proposed review work are:

•

•

A comprehensive overview of recent advances in sensing technologies to monitor the
biophysical parameters suitable for integration into wearable and portable devices;
specifically, we focused on advanced techniques for monitoring HR, BP, respiration
rate (RR), blood glucose level and others, in a non-invasive or even contactless way.
In addition, wearable applications involving Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) measurements are discussed, a standard indicator of the physical or psychological conditions,
for predicting epileptic seizures [22], diagnosing bipolar dysfunction [23], and detecting sleepiness [24]. We investigated the application of sweat sensors for rapid and
non-invasive detection of toxins, drugs, hormones, alcohol, and glucose level [25].
An overview of the IoT systems for health monitoring applications, focusing on the
different IoT architectures and supported services. Analyzed systems make heavy use
of wearable devices for high-resolution detection of the patient parameters, along with
edge/fog computing to limit their requirements in terms of computational resources,
power consumption, and energy autonomy [26]. Furthermore, cloud computing
allows integrated management, and processing and storing of acquired data can be
carried out. In this context, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
techniques can be integrated into their supported services to simplify the handling
of a massive data amount and to infer useful information from them [27]. Finally,
IoT frameworks for gait and life-quality monitoring are discussed, focusing on IoT
systems for remote fall detection, based on wearable devices and ML techniques [28].

The rest of this review paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 reports an overview
of the innovative sensing systems and methodologies to monitor biophysical parameters
and psychological stress status. In Section 3, the architectures and services offered by IoT
systems for health and life-quality monitoring are discussed.
2. Overview of Innovative Sensing Systems and Algorithms for Monitoring
Biophysical Parameters
In the following section, we will first analyze the innovative methods and sensors for
detecting biophysical parameters for monitoring human health as well as their applications
in wearable devices.
In particular, several technologies and methodologies have been proposed in the scientific literature to monitor cardiovascular parameters, such as HR and BP, non-invasively.
In [29], the authors propose a new technology called transdermal optical imaging (TOI)
for measuring the BP using a video of a person’s face, obtaining comparable accuracy to
traditional blood pressure monitoring techniques (Figure 1).
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Imaging techniques were used to extract and amplify the cyclic pulsations of blood
within the human facial vascular system. The result was a spatio-temporal facial map of
the TOI signal (Figure 3a). Then, the seventeen facial regions were identified, providing
useful hemoglobin signals (Figure 3b). The TOI signal is then processed in the seventeen
regions to determine whether it is representative of BP. The tests demonstrated that systolic and diastolic BPs are within 5 ± 8 mm Hg compared to the reference measurements.
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Imaging techniques were used to extract and amplify the cyclic pulsations of blood
within the human facial vascular system. The result was a spatio-temporal facial map of
the TOI signal (Figure 3a). Then, the seventeen facial regions were identified, providing
useful hemoglobin signals (Figure 3b). The TOI signal is then processed in the seventeen

Figure 2. Data collection setup used in [29].
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Since the internal pressure values increase due to manual force during the positioning or for its handling for the measurement, a fixed table anchor holder is realized to
support the device (Figure 4e). Warnings are generated by a buzzer (Figure 4f), which
warns when the pressure recorded by the sensor is within a minimal range from 108 kPa
to 109 kPa (810.06–817.56 mmHg).
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crophone equipped with a phase-sensitive amplifier and filters is employed to acquire
the photoacoustic signal. The laser beam was focused up to 90 μm diameter, close to the
focus at 50.4 mm. The skin’s acoustic pulse produced by the laser absorption was coupled
to the photoacoustic cell, in turn, matched with the laser repetition frequency (47.5 kHz).
7 of 28
In vivo tests indicated that measurements on the no secretion position produced a better
accuracy than that on the secretion position.
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medium, including the coefficient of thermal expansion and velocity. Even if the depth of
blood glucose (BG) concentration changes.
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Multivariate analysis was applied, collecting reflected light at different optical wavelengths,
extracted by a proper signal system.

remote detection of the pain or fear related to body unbalance and falls [39,40] or stress
due to the worsening of a previous pathology [41–43]. In [39], the authors proposed a
wearable device to detect inertial properties and acceleration, through inertial measurement units (IMUs), along with values related to GSR, HR and BP. The GSR represents an
8 of 28
indicator of surprising events or fear of falling due to the rapid response of the sympathetic system. The acquired data are fused and analyzed with a pattern algorithm to detect the dangerous event and provide immediate warning alarm.
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mated processing to determine the GSR components (SCL and SCR) with great EDA
In [44], the authors developed a GSR detection technique for interpreting electrodermal
records. The algorithm has been tested on a database of 100 GSR records obtained from
activity (EDA) records. Such applications are useful for both outpatient and healthcare ap100 different patients, confirming its good performance in terms of MSE—Mean Square
plications, generating a new feature extraction method for GSR signals using the SparsEDA.
Error—(−48.50 dB) and processing time (1–2 orders of magnitude lower than existing
The core of the research was a new scheme based on a sparse non-negative deconvolutechniques such as CDA Ledalab and cvxEDA).
tion of the observed GSR signals. The GSR signal (s(t)) was the sum of two components,
In [45], the author described the design of a portable GSR for pain sensors to measnamely the tonic component sl (t), called Skin Conductance Level (SCL) characterized by
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(1)

The discrete-time transformation of the s(t) signal into a finite time interval can be
expressed in matrix form:
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s[n] = sl [n] + dp [n] × r[n] + w[n],

(2)

The main objective was to determine both sequence dp [n] and s[n] when r[n] (and thus
R matrix) is unknown. The SparsEDA algorithm enables fast, adequate, and automated
processing to determine the GSR components (SCL and SCR) with great EDA records. The
Electronics 2021, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW
9 of
29
algorithm has been tested on a database of 100 GSR records obtained from 100 different
patients, confirming its good performance in terms of MSE—Mean Square Error—(−48.50 dB)
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[45]
circuit; (c) electrode positioning on the hand (up) and block diagram of typical galvanic skin response (down) [45] (Reprinted
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with permission from ref. [45]. Copyright 2021 IEEE).

In [46], the authors propose a rule-based algorithm based on the galvanic skin response and skin temperature, with a very large correspondence with the empirical evidence and integrated with expert knowledge, enabling transferability to the real world.
GSR and Skin Temperature (ST) data were recorded through a wearable
non-invasive bracelet called “Empatica E4”, designed for research and clinical purposes.
The E4 bracelet integrates several sensors to measure Blood Volume Pulse (BVP), GSR,
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authorspropose
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algorithm
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EDA,
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(Figure
12).
The
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included
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and skin temperature, with a very large correspondence with the empirical evidence
and
sections:
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The expert
hardware
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integrated
knowledge,
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transferability
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tom
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hardware
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system timestamp for all measurements; the data can be geolocalized using a global
SolidWorks
(Figure
13). integrated into the smartphone. Some rules were defined for
satellite system
(GNSS)
induction during the laboratory experiment; then, various weights were assigned to the
rules based on the hypothesis that each rule had different importance for stress detection.
Finally, a ternary score was calculated in the multi-criteria decision-making process. The
algorithm can detect, at most, 90% of induced MOS and 77% on average; also, induced
MOSs, not considered as stress, have been detected.
In [47], the authors proposed a smart ring (called SensoRing) for continuous monitoring of EDA, HR, ST, and activity level (Figure 12). The SensoRing included three main
sections: (1) The hardware section for collecting the signals from sensors; (2) the wireless
communication protocol; and (3) the processing and transformation software. The acquired
parameters were wirelessly transmitted to a processing platform, including custom made
hardware architecture, signal pre-processing software, power management strategy, and
seamless connectivity. In addition, the system was equipped with a graphical user interface
(GUI), allowing the integration of different signal processing algorithms. The 3D model of
the SensorRing prototype was obtained using the software SolidWorks (Figure 13).
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Using in situ sampling techniques, the sensors perform real-time measurements in
detection (Figure 18).
fresh sweat instead of the mixture of new and old sweat for autonomous and continuous
Cell substrate pores improved the flow of sweat accumulated under the sensor, imdetection (Figure 18).
proving perspiration (Figure 18a) [49]. Figure 18b shows a “panda-like” tattoo platform
including different hydrogels on the electrodes for efficient sampling and storage of biofluids [50]. Instead, Figure 18c illustrates a wireless extensible sensor for sweat detection on
the skin’s surface, consisting of an inductive coil and a planar capacitor [51]. Figure 18d
shows a thin rayon pad between the skin and the sensor array, which completely absorbed
sweat [52]. In Figure 18e, an ultra-thin and stretchable, and miniaturized patch is depicted,
applicable as a disposable strip [53].
Furthermore, a hydrophobic/super-hydrophilic fabric was developed by modifying a
commercial Janus based on polyester/nitrocellulose (PE/NC) with asymmetrical and regularly hydrophilic tapered micropore arrays for directional sweat transport (Figure 19a) [54].
On the band, the sweat droplets were repelled by the super-hydrophobic silica coating
and collected on super-hydrophilic wells guided by the extreme wettability gradient with
(a) 19b) [55].
minimal lateral diffusion (Figure
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paraffin oil on the skin is used as an anaerobic sweat collector to gather large sweat
volumes with less contamination and evaporative water loss;
Macroducts: Plastic capsule placed on the skin with spiral plastic tube collecting
sweat, avoiding sweat loss, contamination, and potential hydromeiosis.

Using in situ sampling techniques, the sensors perform real-time measurements
in
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fresh sweat instead of the mixture of new and old sweat for autonomous and continuous
detection (Figure 18).
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Cell substrate pores improved the flow of sweat accumulated under the sensor, improving perspiration (Figure 18a) [49]. Figure 18b shows a “panda-like” tattoo platform
including different hydrogels on the electrodes for efficient sampling and storage of biofluids [50]. Instead, Figure 18c illustrates a wireless extensible sensor for sweat detection
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is depicted, applicable as a disposable strip [53].
Furthermore, a hydrophobic/super-hydrophilic fabric was developed by modifying
a commercial Janus based on polyester/nitrocellulose (PE/NC) with asymmetrical and
regularly hydrophilic tapered micropore arrays for directional sweat transport (Figure
of 28
19a) [54]. On the band, the sweat droplets were repelled by the super-hydrophobic 16
silica
coating and collected on super-hydrophilic wells guided by the extreme wettability gradient with minimal lateral diffusion (Figure 19b) [55].
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fabric with conical micropores to transport sweat [54] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [54]. Copyright 2021 John Wiley
Wiley and Sons); (b) a super-wettable band for sweat sampling and multiplex targets analysis [55].
and Sons); (b) a super-wettable band for sweat sampling and multiplex targets analysis [55].
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signal generated by the ethanol in the sweat, using the pilocarpine iontophoresis test. The
detection system included an electrochemical alcohol oxidase/horseradish peroxidase
(AOD/HRP) biosensor, a miniaturized potentiostat, and a microprocessor to acquire the
analog signal generated by the sweat into the BAC.
Other helpful wearable devices are glove-based ones [63], able to give a rapid estimation of biological and chemical risks, such as explosive [64] and Gunshot Residues (GSR),
drugs [65], pesticides [64], and pathogens [66]. These devices are used to perform rapid
chemical analysis, allowing law enforcement to carry out on-the-spot qualitative chemical
investigations. Practical use of smart glove requires materials, such as flexible electrochemically compatible ones, to resist mechanical deformations and increase functionalities. This
kind of device exploits the direct interaction with the tested sample, such as a surface,
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a liquid, as well as a vapor, but to successfully complete the electrochemical analysis, a
supporting electrolyte to accomplish the electrochemical circuit is required. Even if ionic
liquids could be incorporated in future devices, currently, an aqueous electrolyte limits the
on-field application. However, a solid-state ionogel conductive layer, suitably refined and
confined using an O-ring, could open new applicative scenarios.
In [67], the authors presented a robotic hand equipped with a chemical sensing skin
to taste foodstuffs in liquid and powder form. The system employed an amperometric
biosensor printed on the hand surface, differently from the Square Wave Voltammetry
(SWV) method used in other systems. Further, in [67], a glove based on the sensing skin is
presented, giving the sense of taste to a robot able to analyze different food features, such
as the spiciness of paprika and black pepper or the caffeine concentration in beverages.
3. Overview on IoT Systems for Health Monitoring Applications: Architecture Point
of View and Supported Services
Healthcare systems based on the Internet of Things (IoT) can be applied to a great
number of fields, such as care for younger or older patients or the surveillance of chronic
disease. In [68], the standard services offered by this kind of system are presented, which
potentially need adjustments to become a building block for an application. The services
provided by this kind of systems and services are:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ambient Assisted Living (AAL), an IoT platform that assists elderly and disabled
people thanks to AI techniques for extending and improving their life;
Internet of m-health things (m-IoT), that consists of mobile computing, medicals
sensors, and communication technologies for healthcare services;
IoT-based Adverse Drug Reaction (ADR), that allows a patient to find a specific
solution, according to his allergy profile and electronic health record, for an injury
caused by the medicine of assumption;
Community Healthcare (CH), an IoT-based network that covers an area surrounding
a local community to access remote medical advice and health data;
Children Health Information (CHI) that helps children with behavioral or mental
problems by educating and amusing them;
Wearable Device Access (WDA) that allows remote monitoring of a patient by using
non-intrusive sensors equipping mobile computing devices like smartphones;
Semantic Medical Access (SMA) for sharing medical knowledge and information by
using semantics and ontologies;
Indirect Emergency Healthcare (IEH) that suggests the behavior in dangerous situations like road accidents or adverse weather conditions;
Embedded Gateway Configuration (EGC), an architectural service that links the
Internet and medical devices to the network nodes to which patients are connected;
Embedded Context Prediction (ECP), a generic framework with a suitable mechanism
to create context-aware healthcare applications.

Considering the IoT-based healthcare applications, the authors classify them into two
main categories: Single-condition applications related to a specific disease or clusteredcondition applications dealing with a greater diseases’ number:

•
•
•
•
•

Glucose level sensing that helps planning meals, activities, and medication by revealing the blood glucose level of patients affected by diabetes;
Electrocardiogram monitoring to eventually diagnose heart diseases such as arrhythmias and myocardial ischemia by detecting the heart electrical activity;
Monitoring of blood pressure and body temperature, by using suitable sensors, crucial
parameters for healthcare services;
Oxygen saturation monitoring, useful for technology-driven medical healthcare applications, obtained by combining pulse oximetry with IoT;
Rehabilitation system for improving the rehabilitation of people with physical impairment or disability;

crucial parameters for healthcare services;
Oxygen saturation monitoring, useful for technology-driven medical healthca
applications, obtained by combining pulse oximetry with IoT;
•
Rehabilitation system for improving the rehabilitation of people with physical i
pairment or disability;
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Furthermore, Spanò et al. introduced a system for remote ECG monitoring int
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enabling the combination of low-cost sensors with other intelligent home systems usin
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This system allows cardiologists to access and control, by authorized mobile devices,
the stored data in real-time to identify cardiac diseases early and give timely treatments
to life-threatening sickness. If the patient’s situation deteriorates, MESH transmits notifications and alarms. To detect and model the heart’s electrical activity altered by disease,
Vectorcardiogram (VCG) signals were used, constituted by three time-dependent and
orthogonal functions Vx = f(t), Vy = g(t), Vz = h(t), providing real-time representation of the
cardiac vector. The first function is called “head”, representing the actual position of the
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whereas the
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oneinisMESH
called[69]
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representing
a restricted
history
Figure 21. Flow cardiac
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Indeed, this ECG monitoring system can be connected to other biomedical ambient
monitoring systems at the infrastructure level. At the local deployment level, it can monitor
several patients simultaneously using the same wireless infrastructure, reducing the cost to
add an eventually new patient. The individual sensor level included proposed ECG sensors,
featured by high signal quality and low power consumption. The authors proposed an
ECG circuit based on the general-purpose architecture, ensuring high performance and
resolution, including a low-power ADC, an analog front-end (AFE), and an adjustable
digital filter connected to conductive rubber electrodes installed into a chest belt. The
authors estimated device autonomy to about 6 days with compression, 5 without it. The
average current consumption of the radio link is about 0.95 mA with compression and
1.77 mA without it.
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Moustafa et al. proposed an alternative IoT architecture for remotely controlling patients and managing different medical devices and sensors using Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC) for supporting the communication between remote users and medical
infrastructure [71]. An edge cloud architecture was applied to spare network bandwidth,
guaranteeing real-time control of medical devices, using a central communication hub to
supply an abstraction layer and aggregate videos and data from different source devices.
Moreover, the edge cloud provided storage infrastructure and efficient communication
for sensors and devices and acted as a proxy server. Indeed, the IoT gateways worked
both as communication and aggregation hubs for videos and data storage, processing, and
analytics. The edge cloud also offered push-mode remote monitoring for transmitting
warning and alerts messages to the remote user when an anomaly was detected or pullmode remote monitoring remote users to request specific past data and video, guaranteeing
an improved privacy policy for stored data.
In [72], the authors presented the Wearable 2.0 healthcare system to enhance performances of future health systems. The Wearable 2.0 framework exploited smart clothes to
gather users’ physiological data and receive feedback from the cloud platform [72].
The architecture of the Wearable 2.0 healthcare system, depicted in Figure 23, was
constituted by a front-end system, a communication system, and a supporting cloud
system. The front-end system was composed of various sensors, which acted both like a
long-term data source and a user interface. Furthermore, healthcare robots can send alerts
and notifications when an illness occurs and collect environmental data so that intelligent
clothing provide high mobility. The wireless communication system was fundamental for
human–cloud integration, supporting solutions for normal and special users. Normal users
employed their smartphone as a personal gateway; in contrast, special users needed access
Electronics 2021, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Figure 23. Design for a smart clothing-based healthcare system [72] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [72]. Copyright
2021 IEEE).
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Rahmani et al. proposed a geo-distributed intermediary layer based on the concept
Rahmani et al. proposed a geo-distributed intermediary layer based on the concept
of fog computing in IoT-based healthcare systems [73]. Their fog-assisted system archiof fog computing in IoT-based healthcare systems [73]. Their fog-assisted system architecture can face many challenges in ubiquitous healthcare systems, especially in clinical
tecture can face many challenges in ubiquitous healthcare systems, especially in clinical
environments, by implementing smart e-Health gateways called UT-GATE [73]. These
environments, by implementing smart e-Health gateways called UT-GATE [73]. These
provided different services at the network edge between smart objects and cloud to satisfy
provided different services at the network edge between smart objects and cloud to satthe healthcare sector needs regarding reliability, availability, and robustness. By exploiting
isfy the healthcare sector needs regarding reliability, availability, and robustness. By exthe e-Health gateways, an intermediary layer has been implemented to demonstrate fog
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framework was composed of three main components: (1) Medical sensors and actuators
network where the data gathered from the body and the environment are wirelessly
transmitted to the gateway; (2) e-Health gateways network, a layer constituted by a significant number of smart e-Health Gateways connecting the sensor network and the local
switch; and (3) a back-end system, a cloud computing platform that provides data ana-
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the data gathered from the body and the environment are wirelessly transmitted to the
gateway; (2) e-Health gateways network, a layer constituted by a significant number of
smart e-Health Gateways connecting the sensor network and the local switch; and (3) a
back-end system, a cloud computing platform that provides data analytics.
Farahani et al. stressed the relevance of fog computing as an intermediate layer
between devices and the cloud to achieve greater speed, variety, and better latency when
analyzing complex data from a patient-centric IoT healthcare system [74]. The proposed
system comprised three main layers, viz. IoT eHealth Device Layer, IoT eHealth Fog
Layer, and IoT eHealth Cloud Layer. The Device Layer included the medical devices used
to monitor users’ health conditions, synchronizing collected data with the cloud layer.
These devices can be divided into two main categories: (1) Physical sensors that are any
medical devices with a wireless connection used to monitor patients’ health; (2) Virtual
sensors that use mobile applications, software, and eHealth services to collect patient’s
and environment data. As close as possible to the source devices, the proposed framework
employed fog nodes to analyze and compress the acquired data and sent them to the cloud
layer. The cloud layer connected the fog nodes and the health devices; also, it integrated the
data from different devices, stored them, and made them accessible anytime to patients and
doctors. This layer also analyzed the data to generate appropriate alarms and notifications
for patients and physicians.
The mobile health (m-health) systems, as discussed by Almotiri et al., would bring
many benefits such as rapid diagnosis, home rehabilitation, and remote monitoring [75].
The word m-health identifies the utilization of mobile devices, featured by compactness,
low power consumption, IP connectivity, and security, to collect the health data,
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them. This system was constituted by three layers: The perception layer, the network and
gateway layer, and the integrated application layer.
The perception layer aggregated the received data and sent them to the next layer; It
was divided into two other sub-layers, namely the physical interface and data collection.
The physical interface includes different sensors to gather the patient’s health data and
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was constituted by three layers: The perception layer, the network and gateway layer, and
the integrated application layer.
The perception layer aggregated the received data and sent them to the next layer; It
was divided into two other sub-layers, namely the physical interface and data collection.
The physical interface includes different sensors to gather the patient’s health data and
environmental parameters. The sensors were divided into wearable and unwearable; the
wearable sensors are used to acquire biophysical parameters, like HR, body temperature,
and motions, crucial to detect an eventual fall for older people. The unwearable sensors
acquired the environmental parameters, such as humidity, temperature, and illuminance.
The second sub-layer collected and processed the data received from the physical interface
and sent it into the next layer.
The network and gateway layer represented a bridge between the perception and
the application layer. A Raspberry Pi 3 board (Raspberry Pi Foundation, Cambridge, UK)
was used as a gateway in the developed platform, using the Message Queue Telemetry
Transport (MQTT) protocol to send the data into the integrated application layer. This
has been implemented on a web hosting server. Additionally, the authors implemented a
mobile application with a doctor interface to access the patients’ profiles, each containing
the vital signs collected by the sensors and a patient interface including the recorded history
of the collected vital signs.
Besides, IoT-based solutions to detect danger of falling is an ever-current research topic,
preventing harmful consequences. Great attention was paid to the fall detection algorithms
and frameworks, supported by wearable IoT devices, enabling early detection of dangerous
events [77–79]. A common approach is based on inertial sensors, like accelerometers and
gyroscope, and data fusion to detect typical movement patterns featuring the fall [80–82]. In
fact, falls are featured by greater acceleration values than daily life activities; this approach
can induce a high false-positive rate since several activities involve high acceleration values.
Improvements can be obtained by analyzing the acceleration data using advanced ML
techniques, like neural networks [83–85], K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [86], Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [87], Naive Bayes [88], etc.
Greene et al. developed an IoT-based fall detection system into a smart home, operating on the local Wi-Fi network [89]. The main components are a central hub (Raspberry Pi
board) (Raspberry Pi Foundation, Cambridge, UK), the fall detection device, the Amazon
Echo (Amazon, Seattle, WA, USA), a speaker, and a webcam. The fall detection device is
based on a Tiva C launchpad (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA) with a Wi-Fi expansion board interfaced with the ADXL345 accelerometer (Adafruit Industries, New York,
NY, USA). The detection algorithm exploits threshold-based interrupts, generated if the
acceleration is over-threshold for a set time. Pierleoni et al. proposed a fall detection
device with an MPU-6050 three-axis accelerometer and gyroscope (SparkFun Electronics,
Boulder, CO, USA), an HMC5883L magnetometer (Honeywell, Plymouth, MA, USA), and
an MS5611-01BA barometer (TE Connectivity, Schaffhausen, Switzerland), providing information on the user’s altitude and posture [90]. The ATmega328 microcontroller (Atmel,
San Jose, CA, USA) collects data from sensors, executes the fall detection algorithm, based
on opportune thresholds, and wirelessly sends the alarms using a Bluetooth HC-05 module
(manufactured by Nisang Robotics Technology, Mumbai, India).
The development of non-intrusive systems for monitoring Activities of Daily Living
(ADL), such as medication intake, is crucial to support clinical professionals and enhance
healthcare services. Liu et al. developed a system, based on wearable sensors, for recognizing housekeeping tasks and classifying the corresponding activity level, essential for
several clinical assessment tools [91]. The system architecture is depicted in Figure 25;
the movement data were collected using a wearable device, called OPAL, equipped with
three-axis gyroscopes and accelerometers and wirelessly sent to a laptop for pre-processing.
The moving average technique recognizes activity and removes noise, whereas the sliding
window method efficiently divides time data series into ten segments. One segment is used
to test the classifier, the remaining nine for training the ML model. A feature vector is built
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Table 1. Summary of the scientific works previously discussed from the point of view of the availability of a fog/edge layer,
the storage modality, and the typology of provided feedback.
Work

Edge/Fog Computing

Storage Modality

Feedback Typology

C. Kan et al. [69]

Smartphone provided pre-processing
capability and network connectivity

Central DB

Prediction about heart diseases

E. Spanò et al. [70]

Gateway collected and processed data
from wearables devices

Central DB

Information about heart
dysfunctions

H. Moustafa et al. [71]

Edge Cloud of Gateway performed data
aggregation from wearable devices

Local and Central DB

Information about health and
wellness of user’s status

M. Chen et al. [72]

Local Health providers

Central DB

Emergency medical aid
Medical advisor
Warning to family members

A.M. Rahmani et al. [73]

Gateways carried out data processing,
local notification, protocol conversion,
data filtering and mining

Local and Central DB

Emergency medical aid
Medical advisor
Warning to family members

B. Farahani et al. [74]

Fog nodes provided network connectivity,
computational power and storage

Local and Central DB

Emergency medical aid
Medical advisor
Warning to family members

A. Rashed et al. [76]

Gateways carried out data processing,
local notification, protocol conversion

Local and Central DB

Medical advisor
Information about health and
wellness of user’s status

S. Green et al. [89]

-

Local and Central DB

Fall Detection, Warning messages
to family and caregivers

4. Conclusions
Information and communication technologies offer seamless opportunities to connect
people and objects, simplifying and enriching our lives. Due to the widespread use of IoT
platforms promoting advanced sensing systems and intelligent inferring methodologies,
health systems are undergoing a true technical revolution, fundamentally transforming the
way medical services are delivered.
This review paper analyzes the recent advances in sensing systems and technologies
suitable for wearable and portable devices to monitor the biophysical and psychophysical
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parameters, offering useful insights for the next generation of smart wearable devices.
Subsequently, an overview of IoT platforms for health monitoring is presented, focusing
on architectural aspects and the different typologies of offered services; such platforms
constitute the basis for the future health care systems, allowing remote, non-invasive, and
reliable detection of the patients’ conditions. In particular, we focused on IoT healthcare
platforms supported by wearable devices for the capillary, accurate, and real-time detection
of patient conditions.
From the work that has been carried out, we can state that the future trend for the
development of IoT-based platforms will see a paradigm shift passing from centralized
architectures to distributed frameworks, based on the concepts of fog and edge computing, allowing to allocate computational, storage, and control resources to a multi-layer
architecture, thus enabling great flexibility and computational power, high speed, and
low latency [92,93]. Furthermore, this new approach will provide more services closer to
the user, hardly supported by a centralized cloud architecture, opening new scenarios in
different application fields such as healthcare, smart cities, home automation, etc.
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